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ABOUT ME

13 Years 1 Year 2.5 Years

Master of Computer Science in CG and motion, Depaul University, Chicago 2008 
Bachelor of Environmental Engineering, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand 2004 

Enjoying developing software in the mobile industry, I am a native 
mobile developer in love with Flutter. It’s an extraordinary framework 
that solves my pain for over 13 years, in which I couldn’t control the 
quality of both platforms.

Flutter and Native are irreplaceable to each other, so It’s not about 
picking one thing over the others. It’s about taking advantage and 
breaking the limitation of each platform.

My goal is to share what I’ve learned over 13 years in Native to new 
Flutter developers.



CURRENT WORK
I’m developing a modern mobile banking app called 
“MAKE by KBank”, the most challenging project out of 
all my work ever. It’s a Flutter application that must 
strictly follow the native mobile banking security 
standard. Moreover, some requirements I need to 
implement, such as Beacon technology,  3rd party 
native SDK, and machine learning on the device, are so 
tricky even with native. This experience makes me 
strongly believe in Flutter because no matter how hard 
the requirement is, I can still make it in Flutter.

For these reasons, I want to solve the pains of others 
by using Flutter together with native, so I decided to 
start sharing knowledge about Flutter with native 
integration.

Flutter 95%, Native 5%



NEVER STOP 
LEARNING
Self-taught and self-learning anything that I 
believe would extend my skillset in mobile 
development, such as machine learning, 
data engineer, and chatbot

32 Certificates

Cloud Engineer Certificates

Deep Learning

Certificate

https://www.linkedin.com/in/amorna/
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/ZCAB4ZV95LRJ
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/ZX7TVX65CLRE
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/TZ3USFEH5NM3


3 COURSES
EXTENDED REALIT Y
To extend my mobile skills, I decided to take 
this course to learn about Metaverse and 
how mobile development could be related to 
this field. In this course, I have learned a lot 
about the user interface, security, ethnicity, 
and how to develop AR/VR in different 
industries.

Course:

Intro to AR/VR/MR/XR: Technologies, 
Applications & Issues

User Experience & Interaction Design for 
AR/VR/MR/XR

Developing AR/VR/MR/XR Apps with WebXR, 
Unity & Unreal

https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/certificate/G9HT7SCBFZ2P
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/UMVM7AEGZB4P
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/certificate/SSYMRLUR7L4G
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/certificate/LQ2F32V4MC97


5 COURSES
DEEP LEARNING
The first time that I learned machine learning. 
I asked myself that is it possible to add 
machine learning on a mobile device. Over a 
year of learning these 5 courses, I saw the 
progression of machine learning on the 
device for both Google and Apple platforms 
and have confidence that this part will be the 
future of mobile development.

Course:

Structuring Machine Learning Projects

Neural Networks and Deep Learning

Improving Deep Neural Networks: 
Hyperparameter Tuning, Regularization and 
Optimization

Convolutional Neural Networks

Sequence Models

https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/ZX7TVX65CLRE
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/LBNCSGVBRUZQ
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/9FQ6W8Y5YXVH
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/GB7NTREPEKKZ
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/8K2YJVT4RG34
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/2GQVGNEK3488


5 COURSES
DATA ENGINEERING ON 
GCP
I decided to pursue the data engineering track 
to understand how to create a data pipeline 
and feed it into the machine learning model. 
Moreover, I have used all these experiences in 
my current work to make the data flow of 
mobile user analytics improved both UX/UI 
for the user and to have a segmentation of 
users.

Course:
Serverless Machine Learning with Tensorflow 
on Google Cloud Platform

Serverless Data Analysis with Google 
BigQuery and Cloud Dataflow

Leveraging Unstructured Data with Cloud 
Dataproc on Google Cloud Platform

Google Cloud Big Data and Machine Learning 
Fundamentals

Exploring and Preparing your Data with 
BigQuery

https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/ZCAB4ZV95LRJ
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/ZDRGK55GDDNY
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/8MJ9P6ZW3922
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/JV7BUSF33F3M
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/JPYFCWDWPVS3
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/M65K2MAJXQLZ


MACHINE LEARNING 
WITH AWS

To go even further with user analytic 
improvement, machine learning on the device 
and on-cloud can work together to have a 
better user experience, so I decided to take 
the AWS course to learn what’s other 
platforms offer for machine learning on-
cloud.

https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/6J2VTWVJM7PW


BUILDING 
CONVERSATIONAL 
EXPERIENCES WITH 
DIALOGFLOW
Machine learning on devices mainly 
concentrates on image/video and voice. I 
have an idea that what we should do with 
texting? How to cover this part? I came up 
with the solution if we have a chatbot in the 
app, what would happen? Will it helps user 
experience in mobile? My curiosity brings me 
to this course for doing machine learning 
with a chatbot. I have created a small bot 
with automated tasks such as Node.js for 
use in Google Cloud Function and send 
commands from chatbot to there. 

https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/TZ3USFEH5NM3


FLUTTER 
DEVELOPMENT
I want to give cross-platform development a 
try one more time after I tried Adobe Air 
and Action script a long time ago but didn’t 
feel it was a suitable choice for mobile 
development.

Flutter completely change my perspective 
about cross-platform development, and their 
goal is the same as my goal, which is focusing 
on performance. 



M E D I U M
H T T P S : / / M E D I U M . C O M / @ B E N A M O R N

Mostly concentrate on native integration, various testings, and security

39,000 
VIEWS

32 
ARTICLES

https://medium.com/@benamorn


SECURITY

SSL Pinning

Ranked 1st in Google 
Search Engine

“SSL Pinning Fluttter”

7,800 
VIEWS 

Strong Device/Strong Pin

4,400 
VIEWS

Secure API

2,200 
VIEWS

https://medium.com/kbtg-life/mobile-security-via-flutter-ep-1-ssl-pinning-c57f18b711f6
https://medium.com/kbtg-life/mobile-security-via-flutter-ep-2-strong-device-strong-pin-70b4322bffc2
https://medium.com/kbtg-life/mobile-security-via-flutter-ep-3-secure-api-part-2-2-end-game-f8bc4e05bbd7


NATIVE INTEGRATION / CICD

Flutter connect to Apple Watch with SwiftUI

4,600 VIEWS 

Flutter Flavor and CI/CD with Fastlane and bash script

1,500 VIEWS

https://medium.com/kbtg-life/adding-apple-watch-to-flutter-app-via-flutter-method-channel-f1443532d94e
https://benamorn.medium.com/series-flutter-ci-cd-%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%99-autodeployment-%E0%B9%81%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%9A%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%97%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%AB%E0%B9%8C%E0%B9%86-6c64d09cbfa0


Pub l i c  S pe ak i n g  Ac t i v i t i e s
Over 10,000 Attendees



G D G  D E V  
F E S T  
2 0 2 0

https://dev.wi.th/event/devfest2020

1,200 

Attendance

Offline Online

150

Flutter Deep Dive with MAKE by KBank

https://dev.wi.th/event/devfest2020
https://youtu.be/e690tvoW9eg?t=5866


FREE ONLINE FLUTTER 
COURSE

https://www.facebook.com/KBTGLive/posts/2314557278677625/

Teaching how to install Flutter, the basics of Dart, class and 
function, and basic UI for login pages. My goal is to help non-
programmers be able to write a mobile application by using 
Flutter.

2,600 VIEWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mklDlbWTKxM
https://www.facebook.com/KBTGLive/posts/2314557278677625/


AND MUCH MORE
KBTG DEVX – Does Flutter Really Work 
in Production? – 5,900 Views
A tech talk on Flutter with big production 
and security
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=
490549068864112

Tech Campus With Flutter at 3 
Universities in Thailand – 250 Students
My idea is to teach non-programmers 
how to use Flutter and teach college 
students from the beginning of their 
education to produce more Flutter 
Developers as they graduate.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=490549068864112


GITHUB
https://github.com/theamorn

Enjoy playing with Flutter and using 
native to break its limitation

Flutter with Apple Watch

Flutter and App Clips

Golden test with Flutter

Flutter project template with Security 
and CI/CD

https://github.com/theamorn
https://github.com/theamorn/fluttter-apple-watch
https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-app-clip
https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-snapshot-test
https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-template


FLUTTER WITH APPLE 
WATCH
Showing how to integrate step by step with Apple Watch by using Flutter 
in this demo project. After seeing that Flutter’s tutorial with Apple Watch 
is not detailed enough to work on, I decided to explore an alternative on 
my own using the native way. I discovered how to implement it in this 
article.

Ranked2nd when Google search “Flutter Apple Watch”

https://github.com/theamorn/fluttter-apple-watch

https://github.com/theamorn/fluttter-apple-watch


FLUTTER AND APP 
CLIPS
App Clips is an excellent idea for bringing the user to come into the app. I 
believe the Flutter team thinks the same thing, so they have created a 
tutorial and try to implement it in Flutter. Unfortunately, they stuck with 
the limitation from Apple that App Clips size must be smaller than 10 MB. 
I’ve tried it in a native way instead of Flutter and found out the limit of my 
way. I have created a demo for App Clips with Native and Flutter on 
GitHub to share what I have found out and what I can’t solve yet.

Ranked 2nd when Google search “Flutter App Clips”

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-app-clip

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-app-clip


FLUTTER AND 
AUGMENTED REALITY
Since Metaverse required both Frontend and Backend to work together, I 
explore the concept of Metaverse via Augmented Reality because the use 
case for mobile banking makes more sense than using Virtual Reality. I used 
“arkit_plugin” library to bridge ARKit from iOS into Flutter application. 
For more information, you can follow to this link.

Ranked 1st when Google search “Flutter Metaverse”

https://gist.github.com/theamorn/38c23623ab60f238c1566f1e2bb4a356

https://medium.com/kbtg-life/metaverse-via-flutter-with-augmented-reality-c37a5cbe461f
https://gist.github.com/theamorn/38c23623ab60f238c1566f1e2bb4a356


F L U T T E R  P R O J E C T  
T E M P L A T E  W I T H  S E C U R I T Y  
A N D  C I / C D
Since working with the mobile banking app, I learned most mobile applications don’t care 
about mobile security, even with the basic and simple one, including me before working on a 
mobile banking app. People think that it increases the cost of development for no reason. For 
this reason, I create the basic security template with CI/CD, knowledge from native to be a 
Flutter boilerplate for a starter.

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-template

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-template


GOLDEN TEST WITH 
FLUTTER
What I love in Flutter is performance, cross-platform, and how 
I can carry my native mobile development experience to 
extend Flutter skills. I did iOS Snapshot in native and believe 
that Flutter, a Widget-focus, needs Snapshot more. After a few 
hours of researching, I found a golden test and decided to add 
this testing in my working pipeline, and I feel this testing is born 
for Flutter. In iOS, I tested with only 2–3 devices. While in 
Flutter, I tested with 5–6 devices between iOS and Android. I 
feel that people must have this type of testing in Flutter, so I 
decided to make an easy tutorial for anyone to start using it.

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-snapshot-test

https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-snapshot-test
https://github.com/theamorn/flutter-snapshot-test


COMMUNITIES
Continuously sharing articles and solving problems 
for Flutter in online communities such as 
Facebook groups and Stack Overflow.

Thaidevgroup – 90,000 Members

Thai Programmer – 127,700 Members

Thailand Flutter Developer – 9,800 Members

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thaidev
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ThaiPGAssociateSociety
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1330912973657674/


REFERENCES
Thailand Flutter Developer

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1330912973657674/

Flutter Developer

https://www.facebook.com/groups/409645446115733

Stackoverflow

https://stackoverflow.com/users/1530577/einzeln

ThaiDevGroup

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thaidev

ThaiProgrammer

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ThaiPGAssociateSociety

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1330912973657674/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/409645446115733
https://stackoverflow.com/users/1530577/einzeln
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thaidev
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ThaiPGAssociateSociety

